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ARTHI W6R/WRIT W6R:  
ROME: THE GAME 

  
  

  
Prof. Claudia Moser and Christian Thomas  
Email: moser@arthistory.ucsb.edu  
            cthomas@writing.ucsb.edu  
  
Office Hours: Mondays 1-2pm and/or by appointment (Zoom link on Gauchospace) 
 
Overview  
This online course—which is presented as an adventure game—will cast you in the role of a 
graduate student in the History of Art & Architecture Department. It will take you to Rome 
where you will be responsible for determining the fate of a mystery statue from a prestigious 
Southern California museum: Is it real or fake? Should it stay in the US or be sent back to Italy? 
Where exactly did it originate?  Along the way, you will:  
§ explore the monuments, art, and architecture of the city of Rome  
§ create and lead tours of the city—including cultural landmarks like the Roman Forum, the 

Colosseum, and the Pantheon  
§ visit museums in search of comparanda for your mystery statue  
§ spend hot summer days working on an archaeological dig  
§ decide where and what methods your team will use to excavate  
§ use your research skills to detect forged artworks or looted antiquities  
§ and navigate the shadowy world of the tombaroli (tomb robbers) and the mafia-run black 

market for antiquities   
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Student Learning Outcomes  
By the end of this course, all students should:     
§ Hone visual analysis and critical thinking skills by analyzing how images functioned in the 

ancient world.  
§ Identify, analyze, and discuss a variety of artworks, sculptures, and other objects from the 

Roman world within their cultural and art historical context.  
§ Demonstrate familiarity with major historical periods, cultural trends, and the geography of  

Rome.   
§ Illustrate an understanding of the topography of the city of Rome from the sixth century 

BCE through the present day.  
§ Critically evaluate academic writing about the ancient Roman world and the field of 

museum studies.   
§ Demonstrate genre awareness by successfully identifying and using the conventions of 

different genres (e.g., blogs, online travel articles, podcast scripts, archaeological journal 
reports, museum catalog entries, tour scripts, and academic essays) in weekly writing 
assignments, as well as section activities and final report 

§ Make critical arguments relevant to the issues surrounding the study of museums, 
provenance, and the illegal antiquities art market through frequent written assignments.   

§ Explain the basic archaeological methods and modes of inquiry to their team, and use those 
methods to successfully excavate an archaeological trench, as well as catalogue and 
conserve excavated material.  

§ Demonstrate writing, research, and presentation skills by crafting a substantial written 
research report and recording an accompanying video presentation for an academic 
audience.  

  
Course Mechanics:  
This course will be taught entirely online. There will be no synchronous lectures; all weekly 
sections will be synchronous and occur on Zoom.  
  
The course is organized by “Chapters.” Each chapter corresponds to a week of the quarter (you 
will read Chapter 1 during Week 1, Chapter 2 during Week 2, etc.). Each Chapter will be 
available on Gauchospace a week in advance (on Tuesday mornings), so Chapter 1 will be 
available before the quarter starts, Chapter 2 available on Tuesday of Week 2, Chapter 3 will be 
available on Tuesday of Week 3, and so on. All weekly assignments must be completed by your 
section time on Tuesdays (for example: the assignment for Chapter 1 is due by section during 
Week 2, the assignment for Chapter 2 is due by section during Week 3, etc.).   
 
Every two weeks Professor Moser and Thomas will host an optional “caffè hour” on Zoom. This 
will be a space for students to review course material with the instructors, recap the story, and 
ask any questions in a casual format. These are fully optional meetings.  
  
Course Requirements and Assessments:  
All students are expected to actively participate in section activities on Zoom, and complete all 
of the story chapters and readings and assignments outlined in the syllabus and delivered within 
the story.  Attendance is required in section. You are allowed one unexcused absence. All other 
absences must be excused by your TA prior to the time section meets. 
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§ Section participation and citizenship (10%). This means helping to cultivate a lively 
intellectual environment in the online classroom. To be a good participant, you need to 
listen and then offer your own voice to the discussion. Not all of the material we cover in 
lessons online will be in the reading and vice versa, so both keeping up with the reading and 
participating in sections are essential.    
 

§ Weekly Writing Assignments (20%).  Each week you will be responsible for one writing 
assignment that you will need to submit on Gauchospace before your section meets. Each 
writing assignment will be 200-300 words. The weekly writing assignments are all tied to the 
themes of the week or the particular module or lesson you have learned, and are delivered 
within the story. Each weekly writing assignment will build towards your final research 
presentation to the museum at the end of the course and will help you make an argument 
for your determination of the fate of the mystery statue. The weekly writing assignments 
will be graded P/NP.   

  
§ Midterm Exam (30%). In the story, you are pulled into the office of the local soprintendente 

(the Italian government official overseeing all things archaeological) responsible for funding 
your archaeological dig. You need to impress her. The test (delivered within the story as a 
video, with a written transcript) will be an examination given by this important person. The 
exam is aimed at making sure you are keeping up with course material and are able to write 
about what you’ve learned. This includes being able to identify and analyze specific 
objects/places, discuss key concepts, and have a decent grasp of the chronology of ancient 
Rome.  There will be a midterm review in section during Week 5. This will be a timed exam, 
but students can complete the exam at any point during the 24-hour period between 
Monday, May 2nd at 8am and Tuesday, May 3rd at 8am on GauchoSpace.   
  

§ Final Research Presentation and Paper (40%). This is it! You have worked up to this moment 
from the second you arrived in Rome. The weeks’ assignments have prepared you to make a 
final assessment and report to the museum about the fate of the statue. This final research 
presentation will take the form of a PowerPoint presentation (2 minutes, recorded 
presentation posted on GS in Week 10) as well as a paper justifying and arguing your 
position, and describing the statue in detail. The paper is required to be 1000-1250 words. 
In addition to the determination of whether the statue should go back to Italy or stay in the 
US, the final “report” will also include details about Roman topography, archaeology, 
history, and culture, as well as comparisons with other objects seen throughout the course. 
More details and instructions will be delivered within the story three weeks before the 
paper is due.  

  
  

There is no textbook for this course. All required readings will be available as PDFs delivered 
through the story. Other materials, such as videos and podcasts, are also delivered within the 
story. 
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Extensions and Late Assignments  
Due dates for all written assignments, the midterm, and the final report (presentation and 
paper) are listed on the syllabus and all deadlines are firm.   
  
No extensions will be given except for medical or other emergencies (you are responsible for 
planning ahead to accommodate conflicts with religious holidays, family or other obligations, 
etc.). Late assignments will be graded down a half grade for every 24 hours that they are late, 
for up to three days. After three days, no credit will be given for the assignment.    
 
Academic Integrity   
Students will be expected to conform to academic honesty codes of conduct. Cheating includes 
dishonesty of any kind with respect to exams or assignments. Plagiarism is the offering of 
someone else’s work as your own: this includes taking un-cited material from books, web pages, 
or other students, turning in the same or substantially similar work as other students, or failing 
to properly cite other research. Please consult with instructors if you have any questions. If you 
have any questions please see: http://studentconduct.sa.ucsb.edu/academic-integrity   
 
Consequences of Plagiarism:  
It will be documented and reported to the Office of Student Conduct. Once the case is reported 
it is out of our hands and may come before the Student Conduct Board. If you are found guilty, 
you may be suspended for two quarters. In addition, you will fail the course.   
  
DSP:   
If you need disability-related accommodations in this class please inform us immediately and 
contact the DSP office (http://dsp.sa.ucsb.edu).  
  

Course Calendar  
PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE PAGE NUMBERS ASSIGNED. IN MANY CASES YOU ARE ONLY TO  
READ SELECTIONS OF THE ARTICLES/ESSAYS/CHAPTERS. DO NOT READ THE SECTIONS OF THE  

PDFS THAT ARE CROSSED OUT IN RED  
  
ALL READINGS ARE AVAILABLE AS PDFS WITHIN THE STORY FOR EACH WEEK.   
ALL SECTION ASSIGNMENTS ARE GIVEN WITHIN THE STORY FOR EACH WEEK.  
ALL WEEKLY SECTION ASSIGNMENTS MUST BE UPLOADED TO GAUCHOSPACE BEFORE YOUR SECTION MEETS.  
  

 
  

BEFORE YOU BEGIN:  
WATCH Introduction video on GauchoSpace  
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***Optional “Caffè Hour” with Professors Moser and Thomas*** Monday April 11, 1-2pm 

	   

CHAPTER 1: Due Tuesday April 5  
PROVENANCE STUDIES AND REPATRIATION  

 
  
*READ/PLAY CHAPTER 1 STORY  

READINGS (EMBEDDED WITHIN THE STORY CHAPTER 1):  
§ Listen or Read: NPR’s “Trove of Stolen Treasure”  
§ Roehrenbeck, Carol A. “Repatriation of Cultural Property- Who Owns the Past? An 

Introduction to Approaches and to Selected Statutory Instruments.” International  
Journal of Legal Information. Vol 38 (2010). Read SELECTIONS: 185-189  

§ Gerstenblith, Patty. “The Meaning of 1970 for the Acquisition of Archaeological  
Objects.” Journal of Field Archaeology. Vol 38 (2013). Read SELECTIONS: “Introduction” on 
page 364; and pages 365-367.  

  
*WRITING ASSIGNMENT 1 DUE BY YOUR SECTION WEEK 2 (April 5).   
Assignment details are embedded within Chapter 1 of the story.  
  

	 CHAPTER 2: DUE TUESDAY April 12th  
            WELCOME TO ROME!  

 
  
*READ/PLAY CHAPTER 2 STORY  

READINGS (EMBEDDED WITHIN THE STORY CHAPTER 2):  
§ Kleiner, Fred. “Introduction,” In A History of Roman Art. Read pages 1-5   
§ Stambaugh, John. “Introduction,” In Roman City. Johns Hopkins University Press, 1988. Read 

pages 1-4.  
§ Watch HBO’s Rome, Season 1, Episode 1  
  

*WRITING ASSIGNMENT 2: DUE BY YOUR SECTION TIME IN WEEK 3 (April 12th).    
Assignment details are embedded within Chapter 2 of the story.  
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 CHAPTER 3: DUE TUESDAY April 19th  
ROME’S MONUMENTS: THE ROMAN FORUM, THE COLOSSEUM, THE PANTHEON  

 
  
*READ/PLAY CHAPTER 3 STORY  

READINGS (EMBEDDED WITHIN THE STORY CHAPTER 3):  
§ Coarelli, F. Rome and Environs: An Archaeological Guide. UC Press, 2007. Pages 43-47 § 

 Wilson Jones, M., and T. Marder. The Pantheon: From Antiquity to the Present.  
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Read pages 1-8.  

§ Welch, Katherine. The Roman Amphitheater: From its Origins to the Colosseum. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007. Read selections: 134-144  

§ Ancient Sources about the Colosseum PDF  
  

*WRITING ASSIGNMENT 3: DUE BY YOUR SECTION TIME IN WEEK 4 (April 19th).   
Assignment details are embedded within Chapter 3 of the story.  
  
  

              CHAPTER 4: DUE TUESDAY April 26th  

STATUARY: TRIP TO THE MUSEUM   

 
*READ/PLAY CHAPTER 4 STORY  

READINGS (EMBEDDED WITHIN THE STORY CHAPTER 4):  
§ “The Myth of Whiteness in Classical Sculpture.” 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/10/29/the-myth-of-whiteness-inclassical-
sculpture  

§ Stewart, P. Statues in Roman Society: Representation and Response. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2003. Read selections: pages 6-7, page 19-bottom of 20, pages 47-55  

  
*WRITING ASSIGNMENT 4: DUE BY YOUR SECTION TIME IN WEEK 5 (April 26th).  
Assignment details are embedded within Chapter 4 of the story.   
Midterm Review will occur in Section during week 5  

 
           ***Optional “Caffè Hour” with Professors Moser and Thomas*** Monday April 25, 1-2pm 

  
CHAPTER 5 

 
MEETING WITH LA SOPRINTENDENTE (I.E, MIDTERM EXAM)—EMBEDDED WITHIN CHAPTER 5  
  
THE MIDTERM EXAM WILL BE A TIMED EXAM AND MUST BE TAKEN BETWEEN 8AM (PST) MONDAY MAY 2ND-8AM (PST) 

TUESDAY MAY 3RD.   
 
**Sections will still be held Tuesday May 3rd**  
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             CHAPTER 6: DUE TUESDAY MAY 10TH  

ARCHAEOLOGY 101: HOW TO FIND A SITE, WHAT TO DO BEFORE YOU DIG  

 
  
*READ/PLAY CHAPTER 6 STORY  

READINGS (EMBEDDED WITHIN THE STORY CHAPTER 6):  
§ Renfrew, C & Bahn, P. Archaeological Essentials: Theories, Methods, and Practice. 

Thames and Hudson, 2015. Read Selections in PDF   
§ Saylor, Steven. “The Consul’s Wife”  

  

*WRITING ASSIGNMENT WEEK 6: DUE BY YOUR SECTION TIME IN WEEK 7 (May 10).   
Assignment details are embedded within Chapter 6 of the story  
  

 

  
  ***Optional “Caffè Hour” with Professors Moser and Thomas*** Monday May 16, 1-2pm  

	   
CHAPTER 7: DUE TUESDAY MAY 17th 
ARCHAEOLOGY 101: EXCAVATION   

 
  
*READ/PLAY CHAPTER 7 STORY  

READINGS (EMBEDDED WITHIN THE STORY CHAPTER 7):  
 §  Renfrew, C & Bahn, P. Archaeological Essentials: Theories, Methods, and Practice.  

Thames and Hudson, 2015. Read Selections in PDF  
  
*WRITING ASSIGNMENT WEEK 7: DUE BY YOUR SECTION TIME IN WEEK 8 (May 17).   
Assignment details are embedded within Chapter 7 of the story  
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CHAPTER 9: DUE TUESDAY  May 31  
PRESENTATIONS TO THE GETTY BOARD OF TRUSTEES  

 
  
NO in-person section during Week 10.  
  
*2 minute recorded presentations on GS*  
Comments and discussion on Gauchospace 
 
Details are given within the story for Chapter 9 and will be discussed in detail in section in Week 9.   
  

 

FINAL PAPER DUE ON GAUCHOSPACE TUESDAY JUNE 7TH 
BY NOON.  

CHAPTER 8: DUE TUESDAY MAY 24TH  
ILLEGAL TRADE, TOMBAROLI, AND REAL VS. FAKE?  

 
  
*READ/PLAY CHAPTER 8 STORY  

READINGS (EMBEDDED WITHIN THE STORY CHAPTER 8):  
§ Brodie, N. et al. (eds.).  Trade in Illicit Antiquities: The Destruction of the World’s 

Archaeological Heritage. 2001. Read Selections: 155-157 and conclusion  
§ NPR’s “Facebook has Moved to Ban Sales of Looted Antiquities. Will it Make A 

Difference?” July 31, 2020.	 https://www.npr.org/2020/07/31/896180883/facebook-
has-moved-to-bansales-of-looted-antiquities-will-it-make-a-difference  

§ “’My life as a Tombarolo.’ The Art Newspaper goes underground in the world of illicit 
archaeology.” The Art Newspaper. March 1, 2001. 
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/archive/my-life-as-a-tombarolo-the-art-
newspapergoes-underground-in-the-world-of-illicit-archaeology  

  
*WRITING ASSIGNMENT WEEK 8: DUE BY YOUR SECTION TIME IN WEEK 9 (May 24).   
Assignment details are embedded within Chapter 8 of the story  
  
 


